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Agenda

• Understanding the preliterate learner

• Strategies for working with preliterate learners

• Activities to use in your lessons



Understanding the preliterate learner



Literacy Worldwide

• According to Our World In Data, 
about 14% of the world’s 
population is functionally or 
completely illiterate 
• That means there are over a 

billion people worldwide who 
cannot read and write well

• In Afghanistan, about 38% of 
adults over age 15 are literate in 
their first language



Where students start

1. Pre-literate because the L1 has no written form or is in the process of 
developing a written form,

2. Nonliterate, having had no access to literacy instruction due to war, 
famine, economic issues, etc., 

3. Semiliterate, having limited access to literacy instruction, such as a few 
years of formal schooling,

4. Non-alphabetic literate, being literate in a language written in a non-
alphabetic script (i.e. logographies like Chinese and Japanese kanji, or 
syllabaries like Japanese kana, Korean),

5. Non-Latin alphabetic literate, being literate in a language written in a 
non-Latin alphabet (i.e. abugidas of Burmese, Thai, and Tamil, or abjads 
such as Arabic, or alphabets like Cyrillic),

6. Latin alphabetic literate, being literate in a language written in the Latin 
alphabet (though some have symbols we don’t use in English such as č in 
some Slavic languages or ç in French and Portuguese)
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Why aren’t students literate in their first 
language?
• Political reasons 

• War

• Genocide

• Famine

• Forced migrations

• Poverty

• Culture
• Women aren’t allowed to go to school in some cultures

• Ethnic oppression limits or prohibits education 



Strategies for working with 
preliterate learners



Phonemes

• the smallest unit of sound

• Dog has three phonemes /d/ /ô/ /g/

• I will be using the American Heritage Dictionary system for my 
symbols 

• Phonemes will be written inside forwards slashes / /

• There are around 48 phonemes in American English*

*It depends on who you ask, could be as few as 40 or as many as 50.



Graphemes

• the smallest unit of writing

• Dog has three graphemes: “d” “o” “g”

• Graphemes will be written inside quotation marks “ “



Graphemes

• Graphemes are combined to create words
• Words, when used as examples, will be in italics

Phonemes   /d/ /ô/ /g/
Graphemes  “d” “o” “g”
Word              dog



Print Awareness

• Being able to recognize the role and function of print

• Being comfortable with a pen or pencil

• Being able recognize letters and numbers in the Latin alphabet

• Being able to recognize high-frequency site words



Print Awareness 

• The direction of the written language
• Some languages go right-to-left (i.e. Arabic, Dari, Pashto, Urdu)

• Some go vertically top-to-bottom (Traditionally, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, 
and Vietnamese are written vertically, but most have a horizontal writing style 
now)

Teacher may need to teach:



Print Awareness

• The location of the words on the 
line

My name is Steven.



Print Awareness

This means something:

• English uses the Latin alphabet.

This does not:

• Olvss ™ $%&^%$& 
@*((*&^)_!@<>”:



Do not dive headfirst into the 
alphabet



Imagine being presented this:

Arabic abjad Burmese abugida



ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz



What letter is this?

F f

F

f

f

F

F f



Imagine being presented this:

 بیست

ــت
ــســ بــ

ــیــ





Start with letters that matter

• The student’s name

• Their spouse/children’s names

• Their address



Once your student is comfortable with a lot of the 
letters, you can build to then entire alphabet



Vocabulary

• Concrete nouns are learned quickest
• The mind will “map” the word to the object

• Action verbs take a little longer
• The mind must connect the action to the word

• Can be trickier if the action is short

• Stative verbs take longer

• Adjectives take even longer
• The mind must connect the word to a specific characteristic of another object 

(word)



Vocabulary

• Repetition
• Some research shows a new word must heard and produced a MINIMUM of 

12 times before it becomes part of the learner’s long-term memory

• Comprehension/recognition can be gain in fewer repetitions

• Children and some literate adults can do this in as few as 5 repetitions



Vocabulary – Content vs Function

Content 

• Carry descriptive meaning

• Include:
• Nouns

• Verbs

• Adjectives

• Adverbs

Function

• Show the relationship to other 
words in the sentence or 
perform a practical, grammatical 
task in the sentence
• Determiners
• Conjunctions
• Prepositions
• Pronouns
• Modals & Auxiliary verbs
• Qualifiers
• Question words



Vocabulary – Content vs Function

– Nelson Mandela

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you

can use to change the world.”



Vocabulary – Content vs Function

According to James Pennebaker, "function words account for less than 
one-tenth of 1 percent of your vocabulary but make up almost 60 
percent of the words you use."



100 Most Frequently Used Words in English

1. The 11. He 21. At 31. But 41. There 51. Will 61. Some 71. Two 81. My 91. Find

2. Of 12. Was 22. Be 32. Not 42. Use 52. Up 62. Her 72. More 82. Than 92. Long

3. And 13. For 23. This 33. What 43. An 53. Other 63. Would 73. Write 83. First 93. Down

4. A 14. On 24. Have 34. All 44. Each 54. About 64. Make 74. Go 84. Water 94. Day

5. To 15. Are 25. From 35. Were 45. Which 55. Out 65. Like 75. See 85. Been 95. Did

6. In 16. As 26. Or 36. We 46. She 56. Many 66. Him 76. Number 86. Call 96. Get

7. Is 17. With 27. One 37. When 47. Do 57. Then 67. Into 77. No 87. Who 97. Come

8. You 18. His 28. Had 38. Your 48. How 58. Them 68. Time 78. Way 88. Oil 98. Made

9. That 19. They 29. By 39. Can 49. Their 59. These 69. Has 79. Could 89. Its 99. May

10. It 20. I 30. Word 40. Said 50. If 60. So 70. Look 80. People 90. Now 100. Part



Types of Function Words

Determiners

Articles Demonstratives Quantifiers Interrogatives

Prepositions

Time Place Direction/motion Purpose Possessive Other

Conjunctions

Coordinating Subordinating Correlative

Pronouns

Personal Possessive Indefinite Relative Other



Teaching Function words

• Translations will not help!

• Not all languages deal with these things in the same way
• Not all have articles

• Some use prefixes and suffixes to show relationship



Teaching Function words

• Start with pronouns

• Look at relationships

• Focus on what the word does in the sentence

• Don’t overwhelm, but visit frequently



Vocabulary – Use pictures

• Mutual exclusivity

• We tend to learn new vocabulary on a one-object-one-word basis



Vocabulary – Use pictures



Vocabulary – Pantomime 

• Acting out verbs can be most helpful

• Use gestures and actions to reinforce the new words



Vocabulary – use videos/animation



Activities to use in your lessons



Things to teach when getting started

• “yes”

• “no”

• “I do not understand.”

• “Can you repeat that?”

• “Can you slow down?”

• “What is this called?”



Check for understanding

• Have your student point to how they feel 

• Have the student use a small token (a coin, a rock, an eraser) to 
indicate how they are feeling



Learning new vocabulary – disambiguous 
method
• Show your student four pictures

• Three are pictures of words they 
know

• One is a picture of something new

• Ask them to identify the new one 
by calling it by its name.

• The student will likely assign the 
new name to the unknown item.



Use of realia

• Use props that your student can 
see and touch



Identifying words and letters

Which are the same?

bed   bad   bed   beds

pog   dog   dog   bog

tap   tap   tab   tad 

Which are different?

sent   send   sent   sent

spell   spell   spill   spell

list   list   list   fist



Circle the correct word

by bus

by car

by bus

by car



Using cloze activities

___other

D

M

R

___ather

T

J

F



Comprehension Checks Yes/No

• Open ended questions may be 
too complex:
• “Where is she?” requires more 

vocabulary from the student.

• Yes/No questions limits the 
requirements for the student
• “Is she at the store?”

• “Is she at the bank?”

• “Is she at the post office?”

• Depending on level, student 
could answer with one word, or 
in a complete sentence



Comprehension Check – Either/Or

• Limit the possible number of 
answers by asking either/or 
questions.

• “Is she at the bank or the 
pharmacy?”

• “Is he on the bus or on a train?”



Picture based experience story 

• Student takes pictures of themselves doing a task. 

• Student or tutor prints out the pictures.

• Student tells the tutor what is happening in each picture while tutor 
writes the story.

• They edit together.



Questions



In the chat: 

• What is one thing your learned today?

• What is your favorite thing about working with a low level learner?
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